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Welcome to OPENSTUDIO, the online marketplace of the digital creative economy.*

OPENSTUDIO is an evolving synthesis 
of creativity, community, and capitalism. 
In a community-based economic system, 
participants create, buy, and sell artwork 
with free creative tools, a flexible net-
work infrastructure, and an open web 
services API.

*
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this protocol to save created art pieces 
directly to participantsé inventory on the 
OPENSTUDIO document server. It also 
tracks versions of the pieces, enabling 
browsing, search, and analysis of the 
creative process.

her work using the projectés mini-tool, 
Draw, a java web-start application that 
seamlessly integrates a simple and ap-
proachable user interface with a flex-
ible, universal communication protocol 
known as SMPL. The Draw tool uses 

Launch Draw directly from the web. 
Make a drawing and save it to your 
online inventory. OPENSTUDIO is 
centered around a creative suite that is 
free, networked and community driven. 
Each participant authors and edits 

Step one: Draw a picture and save it to your online inventory

9 / Draw a picture
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free
1Ÿ
2Ÿ
3Ÿ
5Ÿ
8Ÿ
13Ÿ
21Ÿ
34Ÿ
55Ÿ
89Ÿ
not for sale
other

Step two: price your art and sell it on the front page

Once an artist saves her piece, it is 
immediately available in the artistés 
private inventory on the OPENSTUDIO 
website. They can be kept private, 
displayed in the gallery, or put up 
for sale. 

Sell drawings in your gallery.

11 / Sell yer art
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Any piece for sale can be purchased by 
another OPENSTUDIO member. People 
can collect other artistsé work and show 
or sell it in their galleries. Individual trans-
actions cumulatively reveal community 
structure and values.

arikan

19Ÿben arikan brent travis arikan amber22Ÿ 5Ÿ 10Ÿ 7Ÿ

maeda

kate

amber 8Ÿ maeda brent arikan amber cati13Ÿ 89Ÿ 21Ÿ 21Ÿ

reas

brent

lynn

kellegous

13Ÿ

14Ÿ

43Ÿ

13Ÿ
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5Ÿ
nobots
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ball 2

oct 05

nov 05

Mar 06

Oct 05

Step three: review, buy, and resell

13 / Review, buy, and resell
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Collective Intelligence member /  artist
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At the heart of OPENSTUDIO is the simple act of draw-
ing a picture. With the growing popularity of digital 
design processes, the essential act of drawing is in-
creasingly buried beneath features and menus offered 
by complex commercial software. We have designed 
the Draw application as a light-weight, approachable, 
web-launchable alternative based on flexible, and 
open libraries. OPENSTUDIO drawings are constrained 
to ellipses, lines and polygons. Consequently artists 
find innovative solutions to communicate their ideas. 
The sophistication and variety of drawings are evi-
dence of the communityés embrace of the simplicity of 
the tool. 

Creativity, however, is not limited to drawing. Because 
each member collects artwork and curates her own 
gallery, the act of collecting, trading and curating 
becomes as creative as drawing. When a participant 
buys a piece from another member, the new owner 
not only buys the image, but also buys the ability to 
open and edit the piece. 

The Draw tool is the fundamental building block of the 
OPENSTUDIO tool suite. Beginning from this simple 
starting point, we have designed OPENSTUDIO to 
enable its users to create their own tools, rather than 
dictating the range of expression by building a com-

plete suite. A flexible Software Development Kit (SDK) 
provides an easy starting point for users with minimal 
Java development skills. A number of user-generated 
experimental applications for sound editing, typeface 
design, spreadsheet and data analysis, and icon 
creation exist or are currently in development. A set 
of networked services ensure that all the tools built 
in the SDK operate seamlessly in the OPENSTUDIO 
environment. One of the long term goals of OPENSTU-
DIO is to eventually make these tools themselves a 
commodity in the economic market, effectively blurring 
the lines between creative art and creative code.

19 / creativity
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A dedicated marketplace facilitates commerce allowing 
members to buy and sell their work. OPENSTUDIO 
uses a virtual currency to lower the barrier of buying 
and selling activity. In the future the project aims to tie 
this virtual currency to existing money and markets.
The price mechanism communicates crucial information 
to participants by integrating and abstracting both the 
state of the market and the features of the community.

All personal financial data in OPENSTUDIO is public, 
exposing the traditionally opaque processes of valua-
tion, marketing, and the exchange of creative works. 
In doing so it provides a space for learning and ex-

periencing the underlying mechanisms of pricing and 
exchange of art. This open design fosters ties that go 
beyond the competitive tendencies that are endemic 
to free market, capitalist markets.

OPENSTUDIO slips economics into the post digital art 
world. The project develops a simple economic model 
and currency system that promotes the valuation, 
marketing, and exchange of creative works. By intro-
ducing economics into a creative community, OPEN-
STUDIO aims to empower artists to create innovative 
designs in the fields of ethics, politics and business. 

In OPENSTUDIO people save their work from the 
Draw application directly to the marketplace. The 
economy is seamlessly woven into the creative tools 
and community, incentivizing individual creativity and 
catalyzing creative community development.

21 / economics
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Resilient connections among people are impor-
tant in the formation of viable communities. Rather 
than explicit interpersonal connections of traditional 
web-based communities and social networks, the 
relationships in OPENSTUDIO are descriptive effects 
of participantsé creative and business actions. Each 
document sale immediately establishes a Business 
Partner relationship between the gallery owner and 
the customer. Similarly, when a member exhibits 
another memberés work, they automatically establish 
a reciprocal Exhibitor/Exhibitee relationship. The 
balance between self-interest and shared-interest 
among artists of OPENSTUDIO is a crucial factor in 
community formation.

With its experimental community tools, OPENSTUDIO 
acknowledges that artistic and technological research 
into new forms of social organization is as important 
as the traditional research into materials, processes, 
and products.

As OPENSTUDIOés community has grown it has 
gradually diversified, with an emergence of a variety 
of roles, including creators, collectors, curators, trad-
ers, contractors, imitators, fans, critics, and donors. 
Each community member independently evaluates the 
art according to their individual interests and priorities, 
and collectively they determine its value. 
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artist profiles



 vladimir 13Ÿ loafing at OJs, Okla-
homa City 34Ÿ guantanamera 5Ÿ  tank 2Ÿ house 
on fire 3Ÿ michael 13Ÿ suezmax tanker 13Ÿ condi 
13Ÿ toilet 8Ÿ humvee 8Ÿ  war 1Ÿ  missile 8Ÿ lay 
chicken lay 3Ÿ

the political artist
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31 / Ben Dalton

èi draw things for fun. i also try to 
test how far i can push the sys-
tem, how many different looks i 
can get out of it (sharp straight 
lines, scratchy pencil drawn or 
painted). i also tried to make a 
helvetica font as a tool so i could 
sell it to other peopleìall of the 
letters of the alphabet for some-
one to write with.

the delicious artist

sold for $100
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artist               owner

33 / Francis Lam

the great pixel portrait

Sold to Cati Vaucelle for $200 buraks
12/07/05 Now on sale for $555
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features



features

 a. artsonomy        bubble up semiotic network

 b. simplicity    open tools

 c. open transactions      money as medium

 d. art genealogy   track creative process

 e. document server    distributed storage and rendering

 f. open analysis     api

 g. devices      extend physical space

 

a. artsonomy 
b. simplicity
c. open transactions
d. art genealogy
e. document server
f. open analysis
g. devices 
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Artsonomy. March 14, 2006.

Leonardo makes blue things 
but never sells anything.

In OPENSTUDIO all publicly traded artwork 

is subject to an informal community-based 

organization system called the Artsonomy. This 

Artsonomy builds on ideas introduced by the 

recent developments in “folksonomies” and 

tagging schemes found on many contemporary 

community websites. OPENSTUDIO members 

classify an art piece with words or phrases that  

they feel characterize the image, collectively 

forming an emergent semiotic network. 

    

We designed Artsonomy tagging with a “bubble 

up” effect, meaning that the tag applies not 

only to the piece itself, but also to aggregates, 

such as the people that own, create, or collect 

pieces. The Artsonomy generates relations and 

affiliations between people, making it a key 
part of OPENSTUDIO’s community formation. 

41 / Artsonomy
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Burak weeds out all the 
figurative pieces.

Kate quickly became popular 
with her bear series.

Adam invests in flowers, food, 
and cosmic pieces.

Cati became famous with her 
silhouette series.

Todd  finds all the 
trippy pieces.



Ÿ10 Artsonomy is a dense interconnected 
semiotic network

Artsonomy tags stay attached to documents 

through business transactions. Purchasing an art 

piece also means purchasing its semiotic Art-

sonomy network. When tagging an art piece, 

a person thinks not only about its meaning for 

herself, but also how her tagging choices will 

affect the value of the piece and its meaning 

and standing within the community. 

Underlying the Artsonomy is a generalized tag-

ging framework that can be configured to make 
any identifiable object in the system taggable. 
Future versions of OPENSTUDIO may evolve 

the concept of the Artsonomy into wholly new 

forms, allowing tagging not only on objects, 

The most tagged art piece

such as documents and people, but also on ac-

tions like economic transactions, price changes, 

creative processes, searches, and even hardware 

devices.

The OPENSTUDIO Artsonomy harvests the 

collective intelligence of individuals to create 

a communal, creative and economic online 

space. Within this rich tagspace artists can 

coordinate and spawn new movements, critics 

and observers can label and critique, and art 

investors can watch for semiotic market trends. 

The Artsonomy provides not only a system of 

organization, but a way of finding, creating, and 
synthesizing meaning. 

Adam  

The most tagged collector

Brent Fitzgerald

The most tagged creator

43 / Artsonomy
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Ÿ10 Artsonomy is a dense interconnected 
semiotic network

Artsonomy tags stay attached to documents 

through business transactions. Purchasing an art 

piece also means purchasing its semiotic Art-

sonomy network. When tagging an art piece, 

a person thinks not only about its meaning for 

herself, but also how her tagging choices will 

affect the value of the piece and its meaning 

and standing within the community. 

Underlying the Artsonomy is a generalized tag-

ging framework that can be configured to make 
any identifiable object in the system taggable. 
Future versions of OPENSTUDIO may evolve 

the concept of the Artsonomy into wholly new 

forms, allowing tagging not only on objects, 

The most tagged art piece

such as documents and people, but also on ac-

tions like economic transactions, price changes, 

creative processes, searches, and even hardware 

devices.

The OPENSTUDIO Artsonomy harvests the 

collective intelligence of individuals to create 

a communal, creative and economic online 

space. Within this rich tagspace artists can 

coordinate and spawn new movements, critics 

and observers can label and critique, and art 

investors can watch for semiotic market trends. 

The Artsonomy provides not only a system of 

organization, but a way of finding, creating, and 
synthesizing meaning. 

Adam Kumpf

The most tagged collector

Brent Fitzgerald

The most tagged creator

43 / Artsonomy
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b. Simplicity 

Draw runs as desktop application 
that seamlessly connects to the 
OPENSTUDIO web environment.

45 / Tools
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Experimental applications built 
with the OPENSTUDIO SDK.
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cati

arikan
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amber 8Ÿ maeda brent arikan amber13Ÿ 89Ÿ 21Ÿ 21Ÿ

reas

brent
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kellegous
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20Ÿ

13Ÿ

5Ÿ
nobots

room full of stools

male cow

ball 2

Oct 05

Nov 05

Mar 06

Oct 05 All balance distribution over time. We see three  
dominant areas between 0 and 100, 200 and 400, 
and around 1000.

Ÿ0

Ÿ200

Ÿ500

Ÿ1000

Ÿ100

Oct 05 Nov 05 Dec 05 Jan 06 Feb 06 Mar 06

Brent paid Ÿ500 
to Cati.

Burak drops from middle 
class to lower class.

Annie is doing well.

John represents the 
lower class.

Adam is an active trader.

UPPER CLASS

MIDDLE CLASS

LOW CLASS

Brent started to move 
towards the lower class.

An instance of the Provenance 
network. March 14, 2006.

Open transactions expose the traditionally 
opaque processes of valuation, marketing, 
and the exchange of creative works.

47 / Open Transactions
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Joe Dahmen,

This simple history tracking is powerful. At the most basic level, it serves as a version control 
system, tracking the changes between each version of a piece.  An artist can keep track of the 
important stages of his or her creative process by saving a snapshot of the work at that time.

As the OPENSTUDIO community continually 

creates and exchanges artwork, their actions 

generate trails of authorship that cumulatively 

form a rich genealogical network. Ownership of 

a piece entails not only the privileges to display, 

price and resell it, but also the exclusive rights 

to open, copy and edit it. Each piece changes 

and evolves into new forms as each new owner 

makes modifications, and every version in this 
process is preserved in the OPENSTUDIO docu-

ment server.

Attached to each OPENSTUDIO art piece is 

an associated process history that documents 

the lineage of previous artwork from which the 

piece descends, as well as previously associated 

authors and dates. These timelines form a geneal-

ogy for each piece of art, a tree with the original 

work at the root branching into subsequent devel-

opments, derivations, and inspirations.

49 / Art Genealogy              
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  Annie Ding,



The creative genealogy is fundamental to 

the workings of OPENSTUDIO’s attribution 

system. When multiple authors are working on 

pieces within the same genealogy, each of these 

authors can be given proper attribution for their 

work.  A person cannot merely buy a piece and 

save a copy and pass it off as his own original 

work because the history will show that the 

work was originally done by a different author.

This genealogical information also gives a way 

for authors to indicate inspiration for a piece 

of work, giving a nod to the original author of 

a piece they are editing.  Openly exposing this 

information gives greater meaning to the inter-

personal ties within OPENSTUDIO because 

authors become connected by artwork geneal-

ogy, linked by their creative endeavors.

03/08/06 5:59 pm

03/08/06 6:07 pm

03/08/06 8:25 pm
03/08/06 8:42 pm

03/13/06 5:42 pm

Openly exposing the history of document 
creation allows authors to connect through 
their collective memory.

Burak Arikan,

Kelly Norton,

John Maeda,

Lynn Wang,/ F
eatures  
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53 / Francis Lam
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All of the images of pieces featured on  
the OPENSTUDIO site are being produced 
on-demand from the rendering service.

Compositors
SMPL Service

(Java / C-Quartz)

Rasterizers
SMPL Service

(Java / C-Quartz)

Dispatcher
SMPL Service

(Java)

Requests

OPENSTUDIO
Storage

OPENSTUDIO Rendering 
Architecture

53 / Document Server and Distributed Rendering              
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:expects => [{:login=>:
string}], 
:returns => [[:string ]]

:expects => [{:login=>:
string}], 
:returns => [[:string]]

:expects => [{:login=>:
string}], 
:returns => [[:string]]

:expects => [{:login=>:
string}], 
:returns => [:float]

:returns => [[:float]]

:returns => [[AllBalances-
Struct]]

above: Visual Commandline
Application implemented in 
Python. Uses the API to remotely 
query the OPENSTUDIO data-
base. left: Example methods from 
the OPENSTUDIO API

Documents Transactions

People Devices

The API opens community data to  
members and provides a basic  
universal language to interact with 
the complex information structures.

allDocuments
findDocuments

findDocumentByID

findDocumentsTaggedWitw

findDocumentTaggers

allPeople
findExhibitors

findArtists

findBusinessPartners

transactionVolume
salesVolume
salesProfit

allTransactionsVolume

allTransactions

allTransactionAmounts

rangeTransactions

allBalance

dispatcherNotification

checkDispatcher
checkDispatcherByLogin

checkDevice
checkDeviceByLogin

checkDeviceByHostname

Meta-dialects are distilled interfaces 
for high-level composition of multiple 
programming languages, software 
platforms, databases, and communi-
cation protocols.

55 / Open Analysis
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 api_method :exhibitors,      
  
 api_method :artists,          
                            
      
 api_method :businessPart-
ners,

 api_method :balance,          
  
 api_method :allBalance,       
    
 api_method :allBalances,      
                            
        
 api_method :transactionVo
lume,
  
    api_method :transaction-
Count,   



OPENSTUDIO Device Infrastructure 
opens up a new way of collaboration 
through physical devices between 
artists and designers that reside in 
different parts of the world.

57 / Devices
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Volume   1,459.02Ÿ
Revenue  745Ÿ
Expenses  714.02Ÿ
Profit  30.9Ÿ

Volume    1,394.83Ÿ
Revenue  697.95Ÿ
Expenses  696.88Ÿ
Profit 1.07Ÿ

Volume    2,852.53Ÿ
Revenue  1224Ÿ
Expenses  1662.53Ÿ
Profit  -438.53Ÿ

ConsultantsBoard of Trustees

THE TEAM

Volume    2,285.52Ÿ
Revenue   1,170.05Ÿ
Expenses  1,115.47Ÿ
Profit   54.58Ÿ

Volume    816.95Ÿ
Revenue  666.95Ÿ
Expenses  150Ÿ
Profit   516.95Ÿ

Volume   3,636.65Ÿ
Revenue  1,807.53Ÿ
Expenses  1,829.12Ÿ
Profit  -21.59Ÿ

61 /  Physical Language Workshop / MIT Media Lab             
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